Background: Proteomic matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) may be used to produce protein profiles from biological samples with the aim of discovering biomarkers for disease. However, the raw protein profiles suffer from several sources of bias or systematic variation which need to be removed via pre-processing before meaningful downstream analysis of the data can be undertaken. Baseline subtraction, an early pre-processing step that removes the non-peptide signal from the spectra, is complicated by the following: (i) each spectrum has, on average, wider peaks for peptides with higher mass-to-charge ratios (m/z), and (ii) the time-consuming and error-prone trial-and-error process for optimising the baseline subtraction input arguments. With reference to the aforementioned complications, we present an automated pipeline that includes (i) a novel 'continuous' line segment algorithm that efficiently operates over data with a transformed m/z-axis to remove the relationship between peptide mass and peak width, and (ii) an input-free algorithm to estimate peak widths on the transformed m/z scale. Results: The automated baseline subtraction method was deployed on six publicly available proteomic MS datasets using six different m/z-axis transformations. Optimality of the automated baseline subtraction pipeline was assessed quantitatively using the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) when compared to a gold-standard baseline subtracted signal. Several of the transformations investigated were able to reduce, if not entirely remove, the peak width and peak location relationship resulting in near-optimal baseline subtraction using the automated pipeline. The proposed novel 'continuous' line segment algorithm is shown to far outperform naive sliding window algorithms with regard to the computational time required. The improvement in computational time was at least four-fold on real MALDI TOF-MS data and at least an order of magnitude on many simulated datasets. Conclusions: The advantages of the proposed pipeline include informed and data specific input arguments for baseline subtraction methods, the avoidance of time-intensive and subjective piecewise baseline subtraction, and the ability to automate baseline subtraction completely. Moreover, individual steps can be adopted as stand-alone routines.
Background

Discovery of protein biomarkers by mass spectrometry
Protein biomarkers are proteins or protein fragments that serve as markers of a disease or condition biomarkers [1, 2] by virtue of their altered relative abundance in the disease state versus the healthy condition. Matrixassisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) linear timeof-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) is a widely used technology for biomarker discovery as it can create a representative profile of polypeptide expression from biological samples. These profiles are displayed as points of polypeptide abundance (intensity; the y-axis) for a range of mass-to-charge values (m/z; the x-axis). Each spectrum is an array of positive intensity values for discretely measured m/z values, but the profile is typically displayed on a continuous scale. MALDI TOF-MS spectra are typically limited to polypeptides less than 30 kilo Daltons although there is no theoretical upper limit [3] . Numerous biomarkers using MALDI TOF-MS have been identified to date [3, 4] .
Statistical analysis of the proteomic profiles for biomarker discovery cannot be undertaken without prior removal of noise and systematic bias present in the raw spectra. This removal is conducted through a series of steps known as pre-processing. Pre-processing generally consists of five steps to remove false signal as set out in Fig. 1 : signal smoothing, baseline subtraction, normalisation, peak detection and peak alignment. Signal smoothing and baseline subtraction are adjustments made to each spectrum individually (i.e., intra-spectrum pre-processing), while normalisation and peak alignment (after peak detection) are adjustments made to make each spectrum within an experiment comparable (i.e., interspectrum pre-processing).
Signal smoothing is the first step in pre-processing the data and aims to remove instrument-derived noise in the data and stochastic variation in the spectrum signal. Baseline subtraction then follows, which is the removal of the estimated 'bed' on which the spectral profile sits, composed of non-biological signal, e.g. chemical noise from ionised matrix. Normalisation is the third step in preprocessing. This has the aim of making the observed signals proportionate over the experiment; to correct for instrument variability and sample-ionisation efficiency that will influence the number of peptide ions reaching the detector. Peak detection is the fourth step, which is the detection of peak signal as peptide mass and intensity pairs. Finally, in the fifth step, the peaks are subject to peak alignment which adjusts for small drifts in m/z location which result from the calibration required for the TOF-MS system. This ensures that peptides common across spectra are recognised and compared at the same m/z value. Once the data have been pre-processed, analysis to detect potential biomarkers can be performed.
There are numerous freely available MS pre-processing packages. For example, in the R statistical software environment, MALDIquant, PROcess and XCMS are available [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Although we have set out the usual sequence of five data pre-processing steps, an optimal approach to pre-processing is not yet established and there is scope to improve current pre-processing methods and the order in which they are applied, to allow more reliable biomarker identification [10] . The present paper focuses on optimising methods for the baseline subtraction step of preprocessing of the raw spectra.
Baseline subtraction
The non-biological signal to be removed by baseline subtraction is often described as 'chemical noise' which predominantly occurs at low mass values and may result from ionised matrix molecules [11] . An example of a MALDI TOF-MS spectrum, a baseline estimate and the resulting baseline subtracted spectrum are shown in Fig. 2 . The spectrum in Fig. 2 is a from the Fiedler dataset which is outlined in the 'Data used' section in Methods. The pre-processing applied prior to the baseline subtraction involved taking the square root of the spectrum intensities (for variance stabilisation) and performing the first preprocessing step in smoothing using the Savitzky-Golay method with a half window size of 50 [12] .
The baseline subtraction method discussed in the present paper utilises the top-hat operator, which is an operator defined in mathematical morphology. Mathematical morphology was originally proposed for twodimensional image analysis then further developed for image processing of microarray data images [13, 14] . It has since been applied to MS data [7, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and we describe the theory that is largely ignored when applied naively. The mathematical morphology definitions of an erosion, dilation, opening and top-hat allow us to extend the current use of mathematical morphology in MS baseline subtraction.
The top-hat operator has some properties, i.e. it is a non-parametric and non-linear filter, which make it desirable for baseline subtraction. In particular, this suits the non-biological signal in MS spectra which may not follow a known functional form. Furthermore, the top-hat operator is computationally inexpensive compared with standard functional filters that require estimates of model parameters.
Other algorithmic methods of baseline subtraction such as the sensitive nonlinear iterative peak (SNIP) algorithm [20, 21] provide an alternative to the top-hat operator. However, it will be shown in the Methods section that the top-hat operator can importantly be extended, using the mathematical theory underpinning it, for unevenly spaced data. Fig. 1 The spectra pre-processing pipeline. The steps required as advocated and employed by the authors, in order, to successfully pre-process raw proteomic MALDI TOF-MS data Standard methods of baseline subtraction estimate local minima (troughs) and fit either local regression (LOESS, Savitzky-Golay) or interpolate (splines) through these points [22] . These methods require careful selection of the window size for detecting troughs, the polynomial order and the span of points for fitting the model, where applicable. Despite using optimised input arguments for these methods, they cannot guarantee a non-negative resultant signal without applying contraints to guarantee non-negativity. Without such constraints, padded or The spectrum intensities shown are the square root of the raw intensities, used as a variance stabilisation measure. Additionally, smoothing using Savitzky-Golay (half window size of 50) was applied prior to baseline subtraction removed signal in places of high curvature in the spectra may be produced. This can easily be envisioned by considering two local minimums and an adjacent point to one of the local minimums that lies between both. There is no property that stops the adjacent point lying below an interpolation of the two minimums, especially where there exists a large difference between the values of the local minimums.
The top-hat operator
The top-hat operator is a function described within mathematical morphology theory, an area that is heavily applied in image processing and analysis [23, 24] . For the interested reader, we direct you to ' Additional file 1' for a mathematical description.
The top-hat operator is the end result of applying a rolling (moving) minimum calculation, called an erosion, to a spectrum; then applying a rolling maximum calculation, called a dilation, to the erosion; and finally removing this estimate of the spectrum's baseline, called an opening, from the initial spectrum.
The rolling minimum and maximum calculations require an appropriately sized line-segment, or window, to be defined which provides the local domain for the minimum and maximum calculations to be made. In mathematical morphology parlance this window is called a structuring element (SE).
The opening has the desirable property that it is restricted to values equal or less than the spectral values to which it was applied. In turn, the top-hat operator therefore provides a background estimate and removal without risk of creating negative signal, since it is a physical impossibility of the system.
Current application of the top-hat operator to linear TOF-MS
A naive algorithmic application of an erosion to spectral intensities simply requires a traversal of each point, where the minimum value within a window over that point is the resulting erosion. The process is performed similarly for a dilation. However, erosions and dilations can be calculated more efficiently with the line segment algorithm (LSA) [25, 26] . Application of the LSA is mainly seen in medical imaging and analysis [27, 28] . The R package MALDIquant and OpenMS use this algorithm in their implementation of the top-hat operator.
When applying the top-hat operator to a spectrum, the SE needs to be chosen carefully. In particular, the following need to be considered.
1. If a SE is too large, then it will be too conservative and leave false signal. 2. If a SE is too small, it will result in under-cut peaks and remove valid signal.
3. The mean peak width increases further along the m/z-axis [29] . The baseline subtraction needs to be performed in a piecewise manner, otherwise the above issues 1 and 2 will occur.
Despite the simplicity of the top-hat operator compared to functional alternatives, piecewise baseline subtraction is still required. In fact, piecewise baseline subtraction should be applied for any method that implicitly assumes peak width remains constant, such as local regression, interpolating splines or the SNIP algorithm.
The SE size used for the top-hat operator needs to be of equivalent window size to each spectrum's peak widths, or greater, to ensure the top-hat operator does not 'undercut' peak intensities. The piecewise baseline subtraction involves determining subsections of the m/z-axis, where fixed SE widths (in the number of m/z points) in each section are appropriate, or the equivalent input arguments for other baseline methods. Smaller SEs will be chosen corresponding to lower m/z values and larger SEs will be used corresponding to larger m/z values. Figure 3 (a) illustrates a spectrum from the Fiedler data separated into four roughly equal segments based on the number of intensity values. When applying the top-hat operator, the SE size is a constant number of intensity values within each piecewise section of the axis. The SE sizes selected in Fig. 3 (a) were made by visual inspection and trial-and-error. 
Improving baseline subtraction
Methods
A pipeline to achieve automated baseline subtraction
The pipeline shown in Fig. 4 can be employed to automate the baseline subtraction step. The first step of the pipeline requires a suitable transformation of the m/zaxis. If such a transformation of the m/z-axis can be made, a piecewise approach is not required as a constant-sized SE can be used over the entire spectrum. A log-type transform that expands the low m/z values and contracts the high m/z values is required. Once a suitable transformation is found, a top-hat operator defined over non-evenly spaced real values (as opposed to integer values) can be used at the baseline subtraction step. The implementation requires a minimum and a maximum sliding window algorithm for unevenly spaced data which means the LSA cannot be used. Naive algorithms are available; however, here we present a novel sliding window algorithm that we show outperforms naive sliding window algorithms by avoiding repeated minimum (or maximum) calculations for common points in successive sliding windows. However, a SE size does need to be selected. This can be implemented by firstly estimating peak widths, then selecting a SE size that covers a sufficient proportion of the estimated peak widths. The process of estimating peak widths can be automated without user input and our recommend approach is presented here. The final step in the baseline subtraction pipeline is simply the (reverse) transformation back to the original m/z scale.
The new pipeline to perform baseline subtraction of MALDI TOF-MS data presented in Fig. 4 has two major advantages when compared to standard methods.
• Firstly, the pipeline automates the baseline subtraction step, that is otherwise conducted in a piecewise manner. This eliminates the need for user input and time-consuming calibration by observation. Automation of the baseline subtraction step also minimises the potential for user error and the time required to assess the input arguments for optimality.
• Secondly, the novel algorithm that is computationally less expensive than a naive minimum or maximum sliding window algorithm to perform the top-hat operation on unevenly spaced data, presented here, further minimises the computational time burden of baseline subtraction.
Fields of application outside of bioinformatics that encounter unevenly spaced data are also likely to find this algorithm useful in practice. Other names for unevenly spaced data include unevenly sampled, non-equispaced, non-uniform, inhomogeneous, irregularly sampled or non-synchronous data. Such data occur in various fields including, but not limited to; financial time-series, geologic time-series, astrophysics and medical imaging [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Analysis and processing of unevenly spaced data is an ongoing field of research, as most methods for analysis assume equally spaced data.
Data used
Six proteomic MS datasets from previously published studies were used to validate the methods presented over a broad range of dataset attributes such as different numbers of peaks, different peak widths, differently spaced m/z values, different number of m/z values, different number of spectra, samples from different organisms and samples from different biological origins.
Fiedler data: Urine samples were taken from 10 healthy women and 10 healthy men and peptides were separated using magnetic beads (fractionation). The fractionated samples were then subject to MALDI TOF-MS [37] . A subset of the MALDI TOF-MS data is freely available in the R package MALDIquant [7] and is the dataset used here. The spectra are observed over the range of values 1,000-10,000 m/z. Yildiz data: As described in [38] , sera were collected from 142 lung cancer patients and 146 healthy controls to find relevant biomarkers. The serum samples were subject to MALDI TOF-MS without magnetic bead separation. The spectra are observed over the range of values 3,000-20,000 m/z. Wu data: MALDI TOF-MS data were generated from sera, as described in [39, 40] , with the aim of differentiating between 47 ovarian and 42 control subjects. The spectra are observed over the range of values 800-3,500 m/z using Reflectron mode which resolve peptide peaks into their isotopomers. Adam data: Surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization (SELDI) TOF-MS data from 326 serum samples from subjects classified as prostate cancer, benign hyperplasia or control [41] . While SELDI has been found to be less sensitive than MALDI, samples do not require fractionation before applying MS. The data analysed here are limited to the range 2,000-15,000 m/z as peptide signals beyond this range are sparse. Taguchi data: The dataset available was first described in [42] but is available as a supplement for [43] . The data are 210 serum-derived MALDI TOF mass spectra from 70 subjects with non-small-cell lung cancer with the aim of predicting response to treatment. The data observed cover the 2,000-70,000 m/z range. Mantini data: The data in this study were produced using MALDI TOF-MS from purified samples containing equine myoglobin and cytochrome C [44] . A total of 30 spectra are available in the range 5,000-22,000 m/z.
Transformation of the m/z-axis
The proposed pipeline for baseline subtraction requires a suitable transformation of the m/z-axis as the first step. In this section we investigate potential transformations, that will be assessed quantitatively for their suitability. It has previously been suggested that peak width is roughly proportional to peak location on the TOF-axis [45, 46] and that therefore peak width is proportional to the square root of the m/z location. This was not in fact observed for any of the datasets analysed in the present study. Various transforms that expand the low m/z values and contract the high m/z values were then investigated. Therefore, suitable transforms are functions that are 1 − 1, monotonically increasing and non-convex. For simplicity, only functions with analytical inverses for back-transformation were considered. Table 1 sets out the shortlist of suitable Box-Cox like transformations, t 0 -t 5 , that are considered appropriate for application here [47] .
To illustrate the role of the transformation, Fig. 5 shows a spectrum from the Fiedler dataset on the original m/zaxis (t 0 ) for transformations t 1 and t 3 . The effect of t 3 , when compared to the original m/z-axis, is an expansion of smaller mass peak widths and the contraction of higher mass peak widths. However, visually it can be seen that higher mass peaks have larger peak widths on average even under the t 3 transformation. The t 1 transformation further shifts low m/z values across the transformed axis and contracts m/z values at the high end of m/zaxis. Potentially, the t 1 transformation creates larger peak widths for smaller m/z values than high m/z values so as to produce peak widths that decrease on average across the transformed axis. The effect of the six transformation functions, t 0 -t 5 , on a spectrum from each of the six datasets is available in ' Additional file 2' .
Obtaining approximate peak widths prior to baseline subtraction
Peak widths can be obtained at the peak detection step (step four of pre-processing) but such information is not generally known prior to the second pre-processing step of baseline subtraction. To determine the constant SE size to be passed over the transformed m/z-axis, peak widths need to be estimated. An algorithm to estimate peak widths from the data was created here for this purpose.
The algorithm below to estimate the peak widths within spectra takes the previously smoothed spectra on the transformed m/z-axis as the input and is performed as follows. Table 1 The transforms, t i , of the m/z-axis trialled to produce a roughly uniform distribution of peak widths across the
• For each spectrum, the lower convex hull of the two-dimensional set of spectrum points is used to determine an approximate baseline for each spectrum.
• The longest segment of the lower convex hull is then halved, with the two sets of points created by this split subject to a new lower convex hull calculation.
• The newly calculated lower convex hull points for the two set of points are then added to the original set of lower convex hull points to improve the approximate baseline calculation.
• This is repeated r − 1 more times to produce an approximate estimated baseline. • The approximate baseline is then removed and median intensity is then calculated for the resulting spectrum.
• Intensities above the median value are treated as points along a peak.
• The consecutive points above the median value are the estimated peak widths.
The above algorithm is crude and could not be used for reliable baseline subtraction. However, estimated peak widths are easily extracted using this method and can be used within the proposed automated baseline subtraction pipeline.
A reasonable number of lower convex hull iterations of r = 5 produced sensible results on the six datasets used. By specifying a value of r, this method to estimate peak widths is fully automated. It provided enough alterations to the original lower convex hull to satisfactorily remove the residual baseline on concave smoothed spectra while not applying too many alterations so as to create midpoints along the longest segments which create lower convex hulls ending a peak vertices and therefore removing them. However, a missed peak or two per spectrum is not an issue as dozens of peaks are identified per spectrum. Figure 6 depicts this process, on a single spectrum.
The algorithm presented above attempts to automatically find peak widths without user input. We outline this automated procedure in the Methods section as it is not the focus of this paper, and may be substituted with any peak region finding method that requires no user input; such is the modularity of the pipeline shown in Fig. 4 . There exist other methods to estimate peak widths (regions), such as that found in [20] , but they require previous knowledge of likely peak widths and are therefore not a baseline subtraction method that can be automated.
Selecting a SE size and applying the top-hat operator in the transformed space
Point three of Fig. 4 requires a choice of SE size. This can be chosen from the estimated peak widths found using Table 1 ) for the exemplar Fiedler spectrum given in Figs. 2 and 3 the algorithm presented in previous section. The aim is to select a SE of sufficient size to not undercut peaks; such a SE size roughly translates to the maximum of the peak widths. However, there is likely to be a SE size smaller than the maximum estimated peak width but much greater than the minimum estimated peak width that performs optimally. Given a set of estimated peak widths for all spectra in an experiment and a SE size, we define the proportion of peak widths that are estimated to be the SE size or smaller as the estimated peak coverage proportion (EPCP). Please refer to ' Additional file 3' for an illustrative plot of the estimated peak widths for the 16 spectra in the Fiedler dataset on the t 2 (m/z) scale.
We trial different SE sizes corresponding to different EPCP values in the hope an optimal EPCP value for each of the six datasets we utilise can be found. A SE size that fully covers 95% of detected estimated peak widths (EPCP of 0.95) for example, could yield optimised baseline subtraction.
Both the EPCP and m/z-axis transformation are variables that can be tuned to find an empirically optimal combination, assessed by calculating the minimum value of an error metric relative to a gold-standard baseline subtraction. The metric used to compare the automated baseline subtraction to the gold-standard is outlined in the next section and the modified algorithm to perform top-hat baseline subtraction on the unevenly spaced and transformed m/z-axis is provided in the section after that.
Comparison of proposed methods to the gold-standard
Piecewise, top-hat baseline subtracted spectra were used as the gold-standard baseline subtracted spectra. The SE sizes for each piecewise segment along the m/z-axis were selected using trial-and-error to produce the best baseline subtraction as determined visual inspection. These baseline subtracted, gold-standard spectra were produced prior to the automated baseline subtraction methods being applied.
Mean absolute scaled error (MASE [48] ) was selected to be the error metric of the automatically baselined spectra b a Fig. 6 An illustration of the proposed algorithm for determining approximate peak widths prior to baseline subtraction. a A Fiedler spectrum with the lower convex hull and repeated (r = 5) lower convex hulls. b The lower convex hull subtracted spectrum with median intensity of the spectrum depicted. Points above the median are considered peaks, which have been filled with solid blue shading surrounded by an orange border for a given transformation and EPCP, when compared to the gold-standard baseline subtracted spectra. Because the MALDI TOF mass spectra intensities are on arbitrary scales prior to normalisation, it is important to use a metric that is scale free, in order to be able to compare results between spectra from different experiments. MASE also avoids many degeneracy issues of other relative error metrics with zero denominators. Baseline subtracted spectra will have many zero values where no signal is present. Other metrics such as mean squared error (MSE) were considered (which did not change the selection of the optimal transform and EPCP) however the ability to compare the error with other data is not possible and some sort of normalisation or weighting of spectra is required to ensure the MSE, say, of selected spectra do not dominate the result.
Let τ * j denote the intensity at x j of a gold-standard baseline subtracted spectrum τ B * x j and τ j denote an automated baseline subtracted spectrum τ B x j . The MASE is calculated as
For each of the six datasets, there are N spectra to be compared. Let AMASE be the average MASE value of the N baseline subtracted spectra, then
The 'continuous' line segment algorithm
A novel algorithm is proposed here that can be applied to the unevenly spaced values of the transformed m/z-axis using a constant SE width. This algorithm, which we name the 'continuous' line segment algorithm (CLSA), requires fewer computations per element than current rolling maximum and minimum algorithms on unevenly spaced data [49] . Consider the case where values along the x-axis are not evenly spaced, such as proteomic spectra on a transformed t (m/z)-axis, in contrast to a simpler case where the x-axis values are the integers 1, 2, . . . , n. Figure 7 outlines the CLSA as a rolling minimum algorithm that can be trivially converted to a rolling maximum algorithm by finding the rolling minimum of −f and returning the negative values of the result.
In effect, the CLSA creates m blocks using the θ i relating to the corresponding x i :
When the algorithm considers each point x i for the minimum f in the window spanning k/2 either side, it checks whether the most extreme x-values in this window are either in the current block or one block away (these values cannot be further than one block away as block sizes are of length k) to decide on which combination of g and h is required. Note the algorithm is impervious to arbitrarily spaced x i as long as they are in ascending order. If θ i = j for any i = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1; j = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1 (empty blocks) or x b j−1 +1 = x b j for any j = 2, 3, . . . , m (blocks with only one x i ), for example, do not affect the validity of the proposed algorithm.
This algorithm can be seen as a generalised version of the LSA [25, 26] as it works on evenly and unevenly spaced data. An R implementation of this novel CLSA can be found as an R-package using compiled C code at https://github.com/tystan/clsa. A demonstration of why the creation of blocks the size of the SE and accessing cumulative values half an SE length away allows the calculation of rolling minimums is shown in [25] . Examples to demonstrate the mechanics of the CLSA algorithm are presented in ' Additional file 4' .
Results and discussion
Presented in this paper is a pipeline to automate the baseline subtraction step in proteomic TOF-MS preprocessing. The pipeline consists of transforming the m/z-axis, then finding an appropriate SE size via an automated peak width estimation algorithm on the transformed scale, applying a novel algorithm to perform the top-hat baseline subtraction, then finally, baseline subtracted spectra are returned by back-transforming the data to the m/z scale.
There remain two elements of the pipeline to be assessed. Firstly, for the pipeline to be fully automated, an optimal combination of EPCP value and transformation need to be found. In the next section we perform a grid search over EPCP values of 0.8,0.85,0.9,0.95,0.98,0.99,1 and transformations t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 to find which combination provides the closest baseline subtracted signal to the gold-standard. Given sufficient similarity to the goldstandard is achieved, it is hoped that a consensus over all datasets, in their varying attributes, of the optimal combination of EPCP value and transformation can be found. If a consensus is indeed found, the pipeline is likely to be applicable to other proteomic TOF-MS datasets.
A theoretical and empirical assessment of the efficiency of the CLSA in comparison to naive rolling window algorithms then follows. The theoretical efficiency is discussed with respect to the number of operations required over all the elements input into the CLSA. By performing the top-hat operation on the six proteomic TOF-MS datasets and simulated datasets of varying sizes, the computational time required for the CLSA versus the naive algorithm provides an empirical assessment of their relative efficiencies.
Comparison of piecewise and transformed axis baseline subtraction
No single transformation or EPCP was optimal, however, EPCP between 0.95 and 0.99 provided the optimal AMASE value for all datasets suggesting the peak width estimation process is relatively stable. On the Fiedler, Yildiz, Taguchi and Mantini datasets, the null transformation which implicitly implies a constant peak width across the m/z-axis was not valid as AMASE values were notably higher than for the remaining transformations. The transformations t 2 , t 3 , t 4 and t 5 produced the best results. It should be noted that the transformations t 3 , t 4 and t 5 produced very similar AMASE values. With the exception of the Yildiz dataset, using these transformations with an EPCP of 0.95 produced sensible results. Please see ' Additional file 3' for more details relating to the transformation and EPCP optimisation. Figure 8 demonstrates the baseline estimates using the gold-standard piecewise top-hat operator, the AMASE optimal transformation and EPCP (t 3 , 0.98) and a nonoptimal combination of transformation and EPCP (t 4 , 0.95) that was suitable on all but the Yildiz data. The The optimal transformation and EPCP were t 3 and 0.98, respectively. A non-optimal transformation (grey) is provided for reference, for which the corresponding transformation and EPCP are t 4 and 0.95, respectively optimal AMASE transformation and EPCP combination (t 3 , 0.98) shows very little difference from the goldstandard baseline estimate.
Because the gold-standard baseline estimate is subject to expert input and opinion, the differences seen in the gold-standard and the optimal AMASE baseline estimate are not of concern as both look sensible. The non-optimal baseline estimate produces a reasonable automated baseline subtraction, however, it can be seen that this estimate does undercut the peaks especially at high m/z-values.
Efficiency of the CLSA compared to the naive rolling window
The naive rolling minimum algorithm consists of the linear-time process of finding the indexes of points at the upper and lower edges of the sliding window for each element, by incrementing the edge indexes from the previous element when required. Using a k as the average number of data points in the sliding window of size k, the computational cost of finding the minimum value in the window requires approximately a k − 1 comparisons per element. This is because each element requires, on average, a minimum or maximum comparison of all the data points in the window except one: the first data point does not require a comparison. The resulting computational complexity is O (a k n) for the naive algorithm, which is dependent on the size of the sliding window and the number of elements in X.
Like the LSA, the CLSA is a linear-time algorithm irrespective of the window size, k. For the CLSA, a linear-time progression through the n elements is required to assign integers of the -vector, as each element is an integer equal to or greater than that which precedes it. The lineartime process of finding the W and W indexes at the lower and upper edges of the sliding window, respectively, for each element is similar to that required in the naive algorithm. One linear-time sweep forward and one lineartime sweep back on the data is required to create g and h. A final sweep of the created vectors W , W , , g and h is required to compute the r min values. Each r min f (x i ) calculation requires the tests
. It can therefore be deduced the CLSA is O(n) complexity, requiring a series of linear-time operations, importantly independent of the length of the sliding window, k.
Given the MS application, a k − 1 operations per element in the naive algorithm would be much larger than the constant number of operations required per element for the CLSA and efficiency strongly favours the CLSA. It should be pointed out that the CLSA requires extra memory availability beyond the iterative algorithm for the creation of the vectors W , W , , g and h. Another computational advantage of the CLSA is that by using the minimum of the two temporary vectors g and h as opposed to the minimum of a non-constant number of data points for each x i ∈ X, vectorised programming can be utilised instead of loops. This is of significant advantage in programming languages that are interpreted such as R.
Using the clsa package, the CLSA and naive sliding window algorithms were compared for computational time to calculate the top-hat on real and simulated data. The computations were performed on a 21.5" iMac (late 2013 model, 2.7GHz Intel Core i5, 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 memory, OS X 10.10.2). To optimise speed, the calculations requiring iterative looping were performed using compiled C code for both the CLSA and naive algorithms. The code to run the test of computational running time on the simulated data is provided in ' Additional file 5' .
The CLSA and naive sliding window algorithms were applied to perform top-hat baseline estimation to the six datasets used in this paper and the results are shown in Table 2 . The CLSA resulted in a reduction of the required computational time by a factor of at least 4. The advantage in speed of the CLSA had greater improvement for the datasets with a greater number of m/z values. The biggest relative improvement was by a factor exceeding 50 for the largest dataset in terms of m/z values per spectra on the Yildiz spectra. Table 3 displays the computational times of top-hat baseline estimation using the CLSA and naive algorithms for varying datasets and SE sizes. The simulated data consisted of 20 randomly generated spectra with x i and f i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. These values were independently and randomly generated, where the signal locations x i ∼ Beta (1, 3) mimic a higher density of points at the low end of the spectra and f i ∼ χ 2 10 The CLSA was faster than the naive algorithm in every scenario as shown in Table 3 . As expected, the computational time was constant for the CLSA irrespective of the window size for a fixed number of points (number of transformed m/z values). The difference in computational time between the two algorithms was reasonably small for small datasets and small SE sizes. However, for a typical number of m/z points seen in practice, say 50,000, and a moderate window size that on average encapsulates 5,000 points (1% of x-axis), the CLSA provides an order of magnitude increase in speed.
Conclusion
The current gold-standard in baseline subtraction is a piecewise approach that is performed manually, that is, by inspection. Piecewise baseline subtraction is typically performed because, as we have consistently observed with the datasets analysed in this paper, the properties of the spectra do not remain constant over their domain. In particular, a spectrum's peak width increases with increasing m/z-values. We have proposed a new baseline subtraction pipeline be adopted for the correction of mass proteomic spectra data which avoids both the manual user input and the piecewise-subtraction aspect of existing methods. Our new pipeline is based on the premise that a suitable transformation of the m/z-axis can be found which removes the relationship between peak width and peak location.
As part of the new pipeline, we propose a method to create data-based, and therefore data specific, peakwidth estimates from smoothed spectra. Even if this step is not used to automate baseline subtraction, it provides an initial sensible SE size that adapts to each individual dataset. Our generalised version of the LSA is also presented in the paper, which we call CLSA. CLSA can be applied to unevenly or evenly spaced data and is not limited in its application to proteomic MS data. Should a transformation be known to create peak widths independent of m/z-location in proteomic MS data, an efficient and effective baseline subtraction can be performed using the top-hat operator with a CLSA implementation. A major contribution to note is that we have demonstrated CLSA far outperforms the naive rolling minimum algorithm in required computational time by an order of magnitude or more on numerous datasets of real-world complexity.
The transformed and constant-sized window approach may suffer from a slight but largely unnoticeable reduction in sensitivity in comparison. The trade-off between exactness of the piecewise approach and the speed of the automated transformation and continuous approach may be a consideration, especially if a known relationship exists between the peak width and peak location.
Availability of supporting data
Fiedler data: A subset of the MALDI TOF-MS data generated by the study [37] 
